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Abstract: The number of pervasive games is growing. In a per-
vasive game players have to interact with their environment in
order to control their avatar. While in the past such a game re-
quired immense hardware equipment, nowadays, Smartphones
have all required functionality built-in already. In addition,
there is an upcoming trend towards software, supported with
new content and knowledge by an active community. By com-
bining these two trends, a new genre for computer games arises,
targeting not only established gamers but also a new audience.
In this paper we present a framework for pervasive games that
support various customization techniques. Therefore, we di-
vided the techniques into four classes depending on the player’s
technical knowledge and scale of adaption potential. Further, we
present two customizable pervasive games we have implemented
using the framework. Concluding, we show the potential of these
games as well as the potential of our framework. We also report
on early experiences in exploiting the customization approach
of our framework.
Keywords: Mobile Services, Pervasive Multi-player Games, Cus-
tomizable Framework, Data Analysis and Improvement.

I. Introduction

With the introduction of the first context-aware devices, such
as the so called active badges [1], Mark Weiser’s visionary idea
of powerful computer systems, which integrate seamlessly
into our daily routine [2], started to become reality. Without
question, these devices were accessible by a limited group
of researchers, only and solely served the intended purpose –
locating individuals within a building and managing access
control. Since these early days of mobile context-aware – or
pervasive – systems, technology made huge improvements.
Alongside with an improvement in mobile devices’ perfor-
mance, the number of different sensors, which are included
already, increases steadily. In addition to well-known com-
ponents, such as sensors to determine the position of a user,
we find intensity sensors, thermometers and even sensors for
measuring medical data [3] in today’s mobile devices. In
fact, even conventional modern Smartphones possess not only
powerful processors and plenty of main memory, but are also
equipped with components such as a sufficient touch-screen,
GPS sensors, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and much more. Since, on

the one hand these devices are accessible to everyone and on
the other hand we are having them always with us, they com-
pletely full-fill Weiser’s future vision. Due to an increase in
sales of modern Smartphones, the number of applications for
these devices is growing rapidly. Especially the games sector
registers high sticking cash out [4]. Although the number of
pervasive games available on Smartphones is still relatively
low, it makes sense to worry about reusable components and
a reuse-oriented development methodology, nevertheless, in
order to prevent inventing the wheel over and over again.
While pervasive games may differ in many aspects, they all
map an extract of real world’s context on a virtual game
somehow [5]. Generally this happens through a GPS-based
sensor which tracks a player’s position and uses it to control the
avatar in the game. Therefore, most common pervasive games
use massive and expensive hardware assignments [6]. Albeit,
there are approaches such as AR-Soccer [7], a penalty game
with a virtual ball and goal, or Capture the Flag [8], where two
teams have to defend a flag while capturing the opponent’s one,
almost all well-known pervasive games focus on augmented
reality systems – computer-based systems stimulating any
human sense especially vision [9] – including backpacked
laptops or even head-mounted displays [10]. In Human
Pacman, a pervasive version of the original Pacman game,
a player controls either the Pacman or a ghost by moving
through the streets of Singapore and has to collect points or
catch the Pacman in order to win. Therefore, every player
needs a special vest or a backpack equipped with nearly all
components of a laptop [11]. The REXplorer, an educational
city-game provided by the Regensburg Experience museum,
does not need extensive technical equipment. Although, it
still has to provide all players with special devices due to
support gesture recognition in the game. Thus, the number
of simultaneous players is limits heavily [12]. Even though,
these games are a lot of fun, the effort needed to set up a game
session is too high to arrange them regularly. Furthermore,
the high hardware requirements make it practically impossible
for a regular person to realize her own game ideas.
Therefore, we were endeavored to bring these two trends
together: a framework supporting the development process
of pervasive games for Smartphones [13]. By this means,
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everybody is able to create her own game – at least with
enough programming experience. It showed up that this was
still a hurdle too high for most of the people. Hence, we had to
find other ways which allow players to bring in their own ideas
and alter or enrich the original game idea. Modern operating
systems for mobiles enable everybody to develop their own
additional applications for those devices [14]. Without such
a customization feature, especially casual games might lose
their attraction very rapidly [15]. In particular, pervasive
games qualify for small customizations, as placing the playing
field to another (real world) location, adding new tasks up to
extending the game logic [16].
For this purpose, we initially identified different requirements
towards such a framework e.g. various customization tech-
niques. Afterwards, we analyzed what kind of game adaption
each of them could be used for, classified our audience depend-
ing on their knowledge in programming and determined how
each of them could be assisted by a framework. Based on this
preliminary work, we implemented Gamework, a framework
for pervasive games running on mobile devices in order to
enable a shortened developmental period and to involve all
players in the development process by providing the tools to
customize a game to a certain degree. While some frameworks
for pervasive games already exist (e.g. FRAP [17], TeMPS [18]
or our former approach for mobile browser games [19]), our
new approach supports customizable pervasive games which
is a unique feature. The degree a game can be customized
with our approach is determined by the game’s nature as well
as the player’s expertise. But, even players with limited pro-
gramming experience will be able to make small changes on
existing games, while programming experts are supported in
developing new games or even new game genres. To demon-
strate this, we present prototypes of two pervasive games
implemented with Gamework.
In the following we will discuss different requirements towards
Gamework in Section II. Section III will describe the model
of Gamework while Section IV will present two game proto-
types implemented with it in more detail. Finally, Section V
introduces additions to and extensions for Gamework before
we conclude this paper with Section VI.

II. Requirements

After substantial analysis on current pervasive games, we
realized that Gamework will have to fulfill three major re-
quirements in order to enable a wide and successful spread
of the games created with its help: Customization, data man-
agement and platform independence. We will look at these
requirements in more detail in the following subsections.

A. Customization

In some preliminary work, we studied game’s nature and how
players can influence it [20]. As a result of this work, we
were able to distinguish four different classes of customization
techniques in games. These classes vary in effort as well as
scope of supply and services. In the following, we describe how
we support game customization by using context data or user-
generated content in games and adapting the game-flow or even
creating new games by only reusing the Gamework’s artifacts.
We will conclude this subsection by a short comparison the

four customization classes. As most of the current pervasive
games do not support NPCs (non-player characters), we can
ignore dynamic (AI) adaption techniques, as presented in
Hunicke [21].

1) Context in Games

The easiest way to customize a game is setting the game-
field to the current location of the player. This adaption
technique does not require any programming skills from
a player. Nevertheless, it will give a player an individual
game experience because no other plays exactly that game.
On the other hand, the game designer will have to include
this customization ability in her game logic and not every
type of game is appropriate handling with dynamic game-
field positions. Because of the need to interact heavily with
the environment, the real world setting of pervasive games
should be chosen wisely, as natural obstacles can hamper
accomplishing an aim unnecessary or even inhibit it completely.
Christoph Schlieder et al. reckon that especially location-based
versions of classical board games suits to be modified this
way [22].
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Figure. 1: Absolute (top) vs. relative (bottom) positioning

SYGo [23], which is actually a pervasive adoption of the
famous German board game Scotland Yard by Ravensburger™,
represents such a kind of game. While the board version of
the game always takes place in the center of London, the
game-field in SYGo is set relative to the player’s current
position. The player moves her avatar to field 𝑋 by going to
the corresponding location in reality. We call this method to
use location in an application absolute positioning. In contrast,
we speak of relative positioning, when the player’s absolute
position is ignored completely but her movement relative to



her starting position is used to steer an avatar. Thereby, new
challenges occur such as what to do with unreachable regions
because of obstacles or how to realize virtual barriers. Figure 1
shows the difference between absolute and relative positioning:
In a game with absolute positioning an object (𝑋) remains at
a fixed location, no matter where a player enters the game. In
contrast, a game using relative positions defines an entry point
(red smiley) and determines the distances of all game objects
to this entry point. According to these specified distances and
the starting point of a player, all objects are set in the real
world.
As SYGo uses absolute locations, all players are forced to
gather within a certain region close to its center. We will even
present a game without this restriction in Subsection IV-B.
As a matter of course, this kind of customization has to
be provided by each game itself and not by a framework.
Nevertheless, we tried to support the players who want to
use such a feature in their games in the game development
process by adding geographical functions to Gamework, e.g.
for calculating the relative distance to a given location.

2) User-generated Content

Another way allowing players to customize a game is to give
them the possibility to add new content to an existing game.
While this is nothing new in the Web 2.0 environment, it’s
rarely used in games apart from a few exceptions such as
Second Life [24]. We are convinced that especially location
based games are suited for this kind of customization. John
Krumm et al. [25] define pervasive user-generated content as
the possibility to add some new information to a community-
based system, e.g. some ratings to given points of interest.
Figure 2 shows the idea of different groups using various
techniques to generate any new content and add it to the game.
Then, this new content is directly used in the game. Therefore,
it requires many voluntary contributors. On the other hand
the binding within the community is tightened.

In-game objects

Figure. 2: User-generated content

E.g., user-generated content could be used to add a new
target which actually implies creating a new level or to ease an

existing search by adding some hints in a geocaching-like game.
Gamework provides functions to store additional information
such as pictures or some text to existing objects and allows
the player to create completely new points of interest.
In addition, Gamework includes a map-editor with a GUI
which allows even a non-technical player to create, modify
or delete any object in the game just by clicking on a map.
Nevertheless, this feature must be supported by the game. If
a game manages its objects by itself, the Gamework editor
cannot interact with them.

3) Game-flow Adaption

In the following we understand “game-flow” in the sense of
application flow in the area of games and not in the sense
of Penelope Sweetser and Peta Wyeth [26]. To customize
games in a major way, its game-flow has to be modified. Mark
John Taylor et al. [27] introduce a technique to visualize a
flow-graph for every level in an UML-like style. In the graph,
not only the game-flow with all alternatives to solve a level
is represented but also the storyline and any scripted event.
By merging all flow-graphs a single graph is generated which
represents the whole game. To change the game-glow in order
to create a new game all there is left to do is to modify or
rearrange the graph’s nodes or edges.
Figure 3 shows on the left side an example for a simplified
finite-state machine (FSM) modeling the level-flow of one
concrete game. It has to be read that when a player has entered
level one she has to find the exit (1) in order to continue to the
next level. If she even finds a shortcut (2), she can skip the
next level and proceed to level 3. If she fails in this attempt
(𝑋), she has to leave the game. When we take a closer look
into one certain level, all actions available in a certain situation
can be modeled in the same way. The right side illustrates
this by the example of level 3. When a player enters the first
room she may either proceed to the next room unharmed, by
finding the right key (1), or has to face a monster when she
runs into it (2).
The easiest customization using this technique would be
arranging the levels in a new order or removing some of
them by moving or deleting some edges. Provided with some
examples, an interested player should also be able to add
further game states or transitions to the graph, after a while.
We considered that technique already in the design phase
of Gamework by representing every game as a finite state
machine. So, a player who understands Java code is able to
modify the game-flow, in a simple way.

4) Creation of New Games from Scratch

While there are many parameters making a game unique e.g.
story, look or game-flow, some components in games are used
by nearly all games independent from their genre (e.g. the
use of a finite state machine for its logic or the need to map
an item to a field) [28]. So, we tried to gather those common
components in the modules of Gamework to allow a designer
to easily reuse them. In our case, these modules include
a management system for game items, a login system or a
graphical editor for connecting virtual objects to coordinates
or manipulating them, just to name a few.
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Figure 4 shows an example how to create a new game from
scratch while reusing existing components. In this use-case
the game designer combines the content originated in Game
𝑋 , the interfaces designed in Game 𝑌 and the login system
of Game 𝑍. In order to receive a runnable game she only has
to add some logic to those preconfigured components.

Game X Game Y Game Z

New game
Game

content

Login

component

Interfaces

Game logic (new)

Figure. 4: Use-case how to create a game from scratch

In a framework for non-pervasive games, Gamework’s pack-
ages would probably differ slightly. Due to the strictly modular
design of Gamework, a designer will still have to create the
unique parts of her game only, while she can include the
common ones from Gamework’s packages.

5) Summary

Table 1 summarizes the main features regarding the support
given by Gamework, requirements towards each game, pro-
gramming skills that are needed and finally the customization
potential.

B. Content and Game Data Management

Alan Demers, et al. [29] state that a proper data management
system is essential for the success of a game. Further studies
revealed that the game’s genre is irrelevant: It does not matter
if a game uses a database directly, such as any arbitrary
MMOs (massively multiplayer online games) such asWorld
of Warcraft [30], or whether the data management is realized
by an independent solution [31]. While dealing with the game
content a huge amount of data has to be processed in any
case. Hence, Mark Deloura [32] introduces the so called
data-driven game design. In this development technique game
content is separated from game logic. This technique has two
huge benefits: On the one hand, the interest in a game can
be increased in a major way, as anybody can add new game
content. On the other hand, analyzing the game data becomes
possible, as it is stored at a separated location. Such analysis
methods are well-known in other database sectors, e.g. data
warehousing. Remi Lehn et al. [33] discuss various types of
analysis tools available in that scope. Nevertheless, such tools
are hardly used for game data and content, although its value
could be incalculable. We will present a possibility how to



Table 1: Comparison of the four customization classes.
Context in games

• Geo functions are 

provided

• Game type has to be 

applicable

• No programming skills 

needed at all

• Poor customization 

potential

User-generated content

• WYSIWYG-editor for 

new content

• Game must use content 

management system

• Player has to deal with 

editor

• Moderate customization 

potential

Game-flow adaption

• Game-flow modeled as 

an FSM

• Game must use the FSM 

module

• Player has to model the 

game-flow

• Great customization 

potential

Creation from scratch

• Reuse-oriented 

framework design

• Game is not bound to 

any limitations

• Player has to be skilled 

in programming

• Virtually unlimited 

customization potential

use it in Section V. For these reasons, we follow Deloura’s
approach in Gamework.

C. Platform Independency

Since there are at least three different key players in the
Smartphone market (Apple, Google and Nokia) a platform
dependent solution for each of them would neither be neither
satisfying nor efficient. Therefore, we propose to implement
pervasive games as web applications according to Jonathan
Stark [34]. The HTML5 standard [35] features support for the
use of context data within websites. In this way any mobile
device with a modern browser (such as Google Chrome) can
be used to play the games created with Gamework.
A pleasant side effect, which arises automatically by this
decision, is the fact that installing the game will be unnecessary.
Thus, more people are willing to test a game as they do not
have to expect any consequences such as remaining data,
wasted memory or complex removal procedures.

III. Gamework Architecture

The Gamework approach is based on a framework for mobile
location-based browser games [19]. Since we want to reach as
many users as possible, we cannot rely on high requirements
towards the mobile device. Therefore, Gamework uses a thin
client realizing the context date retrieval and the presentation
issues, only. The hardware-heavy processing of the game
logic as well as the management of all game-related content
is done by a central server. As the amount of game data could
get extremely huge, while – as stated in Subsection II-B – a
proper data management is essential for the success of a game,
it cannot be held on the mobile device. These considerations
correspond to the well-known three tier architecture with a
strictly separated client, logic and data layer.
Figure 5 depicts this architecture and the most prominent mod-
ules of Gamework as well as their associated customization
techniques.

The main component of Gamework is the game item man-
agement module. It provides a generic class definition for
game items in general as well as expandable predefined class
definitions for frequently required data-types such as ‘Single-
player’ or ‘Money’. New subclasses (e.g. ‘Team’, ‘Barrier’,
etc.) can easily be modeled by listing their features, such
as a name, a value or some measurements, while attributes
and behaviors appropriate for all types of game items are
inherited from the generic superclass. Concrete game items
are created as instances of these classes. A WYSIWYG-editor
for the creation of user-generated content is able to support
the creation of all items whose class definitions are available.
As all other framework components communicate via the game
item management module, it has also to forward all context
or input data accruing on the mobile device to the context
data handling module. Methods such as calculating relative
movements from absolute positions or placing the player’s
avatar on the game field corresponding to her current position
are provided by this module. While the mobile device is able
to determine absolute positioning data (e.g. GPS data) only,
these methods are required in order to map these coordinates to
an in-game location or calculate a player’s relative movement
from this data in order to enable context-driven adaption.
On top of the game item maintenance module, a finite state
machine, usingGamework’s game item definitions, is available
to model all game states. The coarse sequence of events –
e.g. login → start → . . . → end – is defined by this module.
Corresponding to the paragraph about game-flow adaption
in SubsectionII-A, the different stages of a game and even
every single task or the actions currently available within these
stages can be set by defining some states and transitions. Any
modification here has an immediate impact on the game-flow.
Such a modification can be realized by manipulating an XML-
like file manually. An editor for finite state machines with
a graphical interface, as there are many examples available
(e.g. [36]), could easily support the customization of the
game-flow even further.
Finally, the game item management module also provides
methods to make any data persistent when transferring it to
the data layer. Thereby, all relevant game data can be saved or
loaded in order to restore former game states. So, long lasting
and even infinite continuous games in persistent virtual worlds
can be realized.
Since any modules will work independently from each other,
single modules can be used separately for the development of
a game, while the unneeded remaining components of Game-
work do not have to be used. The reuse-oriented development
methodology guarantees that a developer will not have to
reinvent the wheel over and over again and will boost the game
development process [37].

IV. Sample Applications

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of Gamework, we
implemented two pervasive games with Gamework: 1-2-3. . .
and 𝑃 2 – Pervasive Pairs.1-2-3. . . is a conversion of a
geocaching-like search game where virtual items are placed
on a map and the player has to collect them. 𝑃 2 is a location
based version of the well-known tabletop gameMemory®by
Ravensburger™. We will describe them more detailed in the
following subsections.
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A. 1-2-3. . .

1-2-3. . . is a location-based game for Android Smartphones.
A player gets the quest to search for a hidden virtual item
somewhere in her surroundings. No further details about the
location of the cache are given, but the coordinates of a place
where additional information can be acquired. This can be
accomplished either by simply reaching that location – maybe
within a given amount of time – or by answering a multiple-
choice-question that has something to do with the certain
location. According to the outcome of this task further hints
about the final destination are revealed. E.g. by answering a
question completely perfect the right coordinates are given
while a not quite so good answer will lead to a detour.
Each of these quests is modeled as a finite state machine with
a separated state for all locations. Since any inter task has
one or more following task (one per “quality level" describing
how good a player has solved her task) they represent the
inner states of the finite state, while the final destination is our
finite state. The defined outcomes of each task are modeled
as conditions for the transition. Thereby, the player gets
an impression on how to use and configure the finite state
machine.
1-2-3. . . can be customized in two ways: On the one hand it
automatically adapts the map coordinating with the current
position of the player. Thus, only quests within the reach of
the player are offered to her. On the other hand new quests
can be created or existing quests can be expanded. Figure 6
shows an example how to create a quest for 1-2-3. . . with the
help of the FSM. When a player reaches the quest entrance
(yellow smiley) this quest gets active. The first task is a
multiple-choice-question task (red ring). If the player can
answer the question right, then she is guided to location 1𝐴
and has to follow track ‘𝐴’ (green dots) henceforth. If the

answer has been wrong, then she has to do the detour ‘𝐵’ with
more tasks (blue dots). Task 2𝐵 is a time challenge (implied
by the hourglass). When she reaches the location 2𝐵 too
slow, then she has lost and the game is over. Finally, when the
player reaches the goal (red 𝑋), she has won and her time is
recorded, regardless of which track she came here. On the
right side of Figure 6 the corresponding FSM is shown.
After arranging all states and configuring any condition the
creator can invite a friend to test the new quest. It should be
noted that the creator does not necessarily need to be at the
site of the action – neither when the quest gets accomplished,
nor at creation time! So anybody can hide an item virtually
anywhere and anytime and send the quest to some of her
friends far away.

B. 𝑃 2 – Pervasive Pairs

A more complex game created with Gamework is 𝑃 2 – Per-
vasive Pairs. The main concept of 𝑃 2 is based upon the card
gameMemory®by Ravensburger™. In a ‘Pairs’-game – also
known as Concentration – a certain amount of cards are laid
face down on a table. Two (or more) players have to collect as
many of those cards as possible. To collect a card, a player has
to find two cards showing the same image. Hence, in turns,
each player chooses two cards and turns them face up. If their
images do not match, she has to turn them face down again.
The game ends when the last pair has been picked up. Then,
the player who has collected the most pairs has won the game.
We had to modify some of those rule in order to create a
location-based version of Pairs. First of all, we replaced the
real cards by virtual ones. Thus, a player does not have to
use the default card images, as they can be exchanged easily.
Furthermore, neither their amount nor their size is set. Unlike
Pairs the cards are not laid on a table but they are randomly
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spread in the player’s surroundings. In order to turn a card
face up, a player has to reach the center of the card. As a
card could be placed in an unreachable region (such as private
property or natural obstacle) a certain tolerance range around
the card’s center can be granted. Then, this card belongs to
the player and is locked for everyone else until she has selected
a second one. In 𝑃 2 this additional rule becomes necessary,
as all players make their moves simultaneously. This is our
second big extension to the original rule-set. Test runs showed
that it is beneficial to the gameplay if all players are always
active and do not have to wait for the other players. Without
this rule modification all players would have to stay at their
current position for most of the time and get bored. So, not
only memorize abilities determine who will win the game,
but also the individual fitness level of each player. When two
cards are locked for one player, their values have to be checked.
In contrast to Pairs, a positive match does not necessarily
have to mean that the cards show the same image. One could
think about arithmetic expressions on the half of the cards and
the corresponding results on the other half. Another possible
scenario could provide pictures of famous football players and
their team logos which have to be found in order to score.
To ensure that there is always the largest possible number
of other player available, they must not necessarily be at the
same location. The same virtual card can be at location 𝐴 for
player 1, while it can be found at location 𝐵 for player 2, as
all cards are randomly spread anywhere in the surrounding
anyway. Solely, it has to be ensured that the distances and
the relative positioning of the cards are equal for all players
for reasons of fairness. Nevertheless, there can be different
difficulty levels, as the terrain can be more or less hostile.
As Gamework should enable a player to customize a game as
far as possible, 𝑃 2 also provides various adaptation options.
First of all, the cards are spread in the player’s surroundings,

no matter where she starts the game without any interventions
necessary, as described in the last paragraph. Secondly, a
player can replace all images of the cards by any image or
text given in a supported format. And finally, the game logic
can be changed, so that a positive match does not necessarily
mean that the cards’ images have to be equal, but that some
values correspond to each other.
Figure 7 shows two different instances of 𝑃 2. The player on
the left side (blue arrows) has chosen drawings of objects from
the CS area as images for her cards. The player on the right
side (green arrows) made more customizations: She did not
only change the theme of the cards sport area, but she also
changed the game logic. Now a player has to find a picture
of a ball has to recognize the corresponding game and finally
has to find a card with the game’s name on it. Thereby, an
educational aspect comes into the game.

Volley

ball

Soccer

Figure. 7: Examples for two different customizations to 𝑃 2
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V. Future Work

Even though the spotlight of Gamework has always been on
the area of mobile context-aware games – primarily it has
been developed as a possibility for young children and adoles-
cents to learn programming step by step with quickly visible
outcomes in a field they like – there is a clear perception that
it carries over to mobile and context-aware applications in
general. We use the application area of games as a kind of
test bed for the development of new and innovative techniques
for customizable mobile location-based applications and ser-
vices as well as for gaining usage experience and assessments
on these techniques easily. Similar approaches have long
be known and are well-accepted in other Computer Science
research areas, e.g., using soccer playing robots in artificial in-
telligence as the base for research on team behavior, strategies
or optimization [38].
As in any application privacy is always a matter of concern,
we cannot disregard this topic in Gamework. Therefore, we
will have to implement mechanisms to assure the protection
of the user’s or application’s context data. Although privacy is
indeed important in the area of games, it is a must in other areas
such as healthcare. For this reason, we will have to consider
different approaches, e.g. Arĳit Ukil’s scheme focusing on
protecting spatial and temporal contextual information [39] or
Simon Moncrieff et al.’s formal methodology for designing
privacy mechanisms [40].
After the extension of Gamework to a more general one sup-
porting a broader class of web-applications we will add a
feedback loop with an analysis concept in order to enhance
user acceptance, usability and effectiveness, as depicted in Fig-
ure 8 [41]. The feedback loop will introduce self-improvement
capabilities: Since all client and application data are available
in the content management component and at the data layer,

customer-specific as well as cohort-specific or crowd-specific
analyses become viable in order to improve application or
service quality. Depending on the concrete kind of application,
the operating mode and methodology of the feedback loop
will differ.
Therefore, novel techniques have to be devised to customize
the feedback loop according to what data has to be analyzed,
which analysis methods are applied, and what effect the results
on the application have. E.g. a quiz could automatically give
additional hints for a particular question, when a lot of requests
are detected or a navigation system giving recommendations
which see-sights a tourist should have seen, depending on
preferences of similar users.
With vHike [42], a hitchhiking management system, we already
introduced a general application which benefits of the existing
parts of our enhanced version of Gamework.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we present Gamework, a framework for cus-
tomizable mobile location-based games as a specialization for
customizable mobile context-aware applications and services.
Therefore, we classified different customization techniques
for pervasive games. Each of these classes is characterized
regarding to the adaption potential of it, the required pro-
gramming expertise and how this method can be supported
by Gamework. A player may adapt any game created with
Gamework by changing the context, adding user-generated
content, modifying the game-flow or implementing new games
from scratch by reusing existing modules of Gamework or
implementing new ones, according to her programming skills.
In order to test the advantage of our approach, we present
two prototypes of location-based mobile games which were
implemented with Gamework.



Furthermore, we investigate basic technologies, gain experi-
ences via evaluation of a prototype implementation and finally
transfer the results back to the more general area of mobile
and context-aware applications and services. Our strategy
is to exploit the application area of games as a kind of test
bed for the development of new and innovative techniques
towards customizable mobile and context-aware applications
and services.
In addition to create a user-friendly, easy understandable,
ergonomic design for Gamework, we identified the feedback
loop as the major challenge for future work. So we are aware of
the fact that we either will be able to develop (auto-) adaptive
solutions for given use cases, only or novel techniques have to
be devised to customize the feedback loop itself. Nevertheless,
our approach will be able to make a contribution not only to
create new pervasive services but also to improve existing
ones.
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